HOWTO USE PRODUCT GUIDE

AK 086 DARK STEEL

With pigments we can get many different effect depending on the method of application. The Dark Steel pigment is best used dry for the best results. Ideal for giving parts and details the bare metal shine they need. The more you polish on these pigment the brighter they will shine.

When creating a metal look on machineguns etc, you must after they receive their base coat of Black or dark grey, gently polish on the pigment with a soft cotton bud or make up stick.

Light effects like on tow hooks are best applied with a minimum of pigment used.

Full metal road wheels have a bright metal shine when in use. Apply the pigment with a cotton bud and keep polishing until you achieve a bare metal look.

contact areas of metal tracks are easily metalized by applying some pigment with a cotton bud.

Edges of vehicles that are subject of wear can be gently metalized by rubbing the side of a cotton bud against that edge.